Worbla’s® flameRed Art (WRA) - The brand new flame resistant material for professional users by Cast4Art! WRA is certified by DIN 4102-1 (German Industry Norms) as "B1 - flame resistant." Hence this product combines the safety requirements regarding fire protection for the professional sector as well as the outstanding sculpting properties of the Worbla’s® Art Series. This high quality material was especially designed for professionals working at theatres, movies and TV or amusement parks because the topic “fire safety” becomes more and more important in those areas. Beside that like all the other materials of the Worbla’s® Art Series it is classified to be non-toxic and solvent-free!

Would you like to know more about it? blog.Cast4Art.de

Worbla’s® flameRed Art is also activated by heat (best approx. 80-90°C/175-195°F), becomes mouldable and shapeable by hand and can be re-activated as often as wanted to.

No matter if casting, moulding or in combination with other materials, WRA convinces by its properties in all cases. Smooth surfaces are not a problem at all, as well as filigree works. Its glue is also activated by heat and is very strong; edges can be blended pretty well together until they do almost vanish.

Usually for the Worbla’s® flameRed Art all kind of colors such as acrylics or spray paints can be used for painting.

Please check our Website for its MSDS including the „B1 - flame resistant“ certification.
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